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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a type of ad hoc networks which consist of hundreds to thousands of sensor nodes.
These sensor nodes collaborate to surveillance environment. WSNs have a variety of applications in military, industrial and other
fields and they are fit to study environments that presence of human being is costly or dangerous. Sensor nodes have memory, energy
and processing limitations. According to sensors' limitations and also increasing use of these networks in military fields, establishing a
secure WSN is very important and challenging. Applying Key Predistribution Schemes (KPSs) is one of the effective and useful
mechanisms to provide security in WSN. In this paper, a hybrid KPS is proposed that support three various keys, primary pairwise,
polynomial, and ordinary. The proposed scheme has been implemented using J-SIM simulator and its performance has been
evaluated in terms of maximum supportable network sizes and resiliency against node capture attack, by performing some
experiments. Simulation results have been compared with Basic, q-Composite, RS, Cluster-Based, QS, and Double-Key Hash
schemes. The compared results showed that the proposed scheme has a better resiliency against links disclosing via enemies.
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with these keys and transmit them. In this case, the enemy
will not be able to decrypt data, unless has the keys [6][7].
Many of key management schemes [8-19] for WSN has
been proposed. For example, in [8], a master key based predistribution scheme has been proposed. In this scheme,
before node distribution in the environment, a master key
will be load into sensor nodes' memory. After distribution of
nodes in the environment, every two nodes can establish a
pairwise key using this master key and a random number.
This method has infinite scalability and less memory
overhead. Of course, this method has a considerable problem,
when a master key has been captured by the enemy, all the
pairwise keys will be disclosed.
In SPIN scheme [10], when two neighboring nodes, like u
and v, want to establish a pairwise key, they send a request
to BS. The base station receives the request and generates a
unique pairwise key and sent it to them. This scheme has a
high resiliency but lack of scalability remains as its main
disadvantage because when the number of nodes increases,
base station becomes a bottleneck.
In [12] a random key pre-distribution scheme has been
proposed. In this scheme, each node is given a key ring
(contains r>0 keys) from a key pool. After node distribution
in the environment, each two neighbor nodes have a
common key in their key rings; they can establish a pairwise

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) have a variety of
applications in industrial, health and specifically in military
fields. They are fit to study environments that presence of
human being is costly or dangerous. Generally, after nodes
deployment and finalizing the mission, it's not possible to
collect and reuse sensor nodes, therefore the cost for each
sensor node should be low. Concerning tiny size and also
low cost of implemented sensor nodes, there will be many
serious limitations like storage capacity, processing power,
radio range, energy. According to these limitations and also
unattended sensor nodes deployment, the nature of wireless
communication, and also increasing use of WSN in
militaries domains, establishing a secure WSN is very
important and challenging which many researchers focus
their studies on this field [1-3]. Already, many attacks have
been taking place against WSNs. One of the most common
and dangerous attacks against WSN is eavesdropping attack
which discovers information transmitted in the network’s
links. Applying KPSs and cryptography is one of the
effective and promising mechanisms to protect against such
threats [4][5]. In KPS, nodes establish keys (private, group,
public) with neighboring or Base Station (BS) nodes after
deployment in a specific environment, then encrypt data
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key using that key. This scheme is scalable but in addition to
low connectivity degree, its security is vulnerable.
In [14] a t-degree polynomial-based key pre-distribution
scheme has been proposed which its mechanism is same [12],
but instead of using ordinary keys, t-degree two variables
polynomial keys have been used. This scheme has a high
level of security until the enemy has captured less than t
pairwise keys or (nodes). But if the enemy captures more
than t pairwise keys, therefore, the polynomial will be
exposed and a huge part of network communication will be
disclosed.
In this paper, a hybrid key pre-distribution scheme based
on three primary pairwise keys, polynomial keys, and
ordinary keys to securing communications in WSNs has
been proposed. The proposed scheme holds a promising
amount of connectivity degree while has a good resiliency
against node capture and exposing communication links.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents related work, system assumption, symbols, and the
proposed scheme. Section III presents the simulation results.
The paper is concluded in Section IV.

when enemy discovered a small number of nodes. But its
resilience will be less than the base protocol if a large
number of nodes has been discovered by the enemy.
In [14] a polynomial-based key pre-distribution scheme
has been proposed. To pre-distribute pairwise keys, the Key
Setup Server (KSS) randomly generates a bivariate t-degree
over a finite field ,
polynomial,
where q is a prime number that is large enough to
accommodate a cryptographic key, such that it has the
property of
. Each bivariate t-degree
polynomial consume
storage space. Node u can
compute the common key
by evaluating
at
point v, and node v can compute the same key
by evaluating
at point u. This scheme
has no communication overhead for establishing pairwise
keys. A security proves in [14] guarantees that this scheme is
t-collusion resistant, meaning that while less than (t+1)
computed keys from polynomial is not discovered by enemy,
the polynomial will not be disclosed, otherwise if the
number of discovered keys become more than t, then the
polynomial will be disclosed and also the entire keys
generated by this polynomial will be discovered by enemy.
In [15] a key pre-distribution scheme has been proposed
which uses a mobile sink node to establish secure
communication links with other sensor nodes. This scheme
is based on polynomial keys and q-composite scheme.
In [17] an effective key pre-distribution scheme using
dual hash keychain mechanism has been proposed. In this
scheme, there are two types of key pools: Upward key and
downward key.
In [18] a clustering based key pre-distribution scheme has
been proposed. In this scheme, all nodes clustered according
to their position. Moreover, a scheme has been proposed to
distribute keys between inner cluster nodes and cluster
controller nodes.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this section, we first present some existing key
management schemes in WSNs. Then, we present the
preliminaries of the proposed scheme, including system
assumptions and symbols. Finally, the proposed scheme is
presented.
A. Related Work
In [9] LEAP scheme has been proposed which supports
establishing four type of keys including individual key,
pairwise key, cluster key and group key. In [10] SPINS
scheme with the participation of Base Station(BS) has been
proposed. In this scheme each node u has a private key
with BS. When two nodes u, v need a pairwise key, they sent
their request to BS. Upon receiving these request, BS
generates a pairwise key, encrypt it with
and
separately, then send it to u and v.
In [11] a pair-wise key pre-distribution scheme has been
proposed which before deployment of sensor nodes in the
environment, for every two nodes u and v, a unique pairwise
key has been generated and will be load in their memory.
This scheme provides a high level of security but it is costly
and not scalable because each node needs to hold n-1
pairwise keys in its memory to communicates with all other
nodes in the network.
Eschenauer and Gligor [12] have proposed a random key
pre-distribution scheme which referred as the base scheme
for most of the other scheme. In this scheme, communication
keys are implemented in three phases: (1) Key predistribution, (2) Shared key discovery, and (3) path-key
establishment.
Chan and Perrig in [13] proposed the q-composite scheme
in order to optimize the base scheme [12]. This scheme uses
at least q (q>1) common keys between two neighbor nodes
with a hash function to establish a pairwise key. Thus, when
q equals 1 this scheme is equivalent to the base scheme [12].
Simulation results have demonstrated that this scheme has
more resilience against disclosing of communication links

B. System Assumptions and Symbols
First, it is necessary to describe considered assumptions
for the proposed scheme. Sensor network contains N nodes
that are randomly distributed in the considered environment.
Sensor nodes are fixed that do not have mobility. Each node
has a unique ID. The network is homogeneous. It means that
all nodes are identical in terms of hardware and software
resources. Nodes’ transmission range has been considered
identical and equal to r. It is assumed that sensor nodes are
not hardware resistant and the enemy can access their
confidential information if capture them. It also assumes that
the network is insecure and nodes may be captured by the
enemy. A node captured by the enemy is called malicious
node or compromised node and the rest of the nodes in the
network are called normal. Three key pools exist: S1 contains
primary pairwise keys, S2 contains
ordinary keys, and
S3 contains
polynomial keys. Also, each key has a unique
ID.
The symbols used in this paper can be found below:
• R1, R2, and R3 are selected key rings from pools S1,
S2, and S3 respectively. These key rings are loaded
into each sensor node.
•
Represent a key with identifier i from pool S1.
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(corresponding to d virtual neighbor nodes that are chosen
randomly) in its memory (d <<N). The primary pairwise
keys will be the most powerful type of keys because even if
attacker possible to capture a node and extract a primary
pairwise key, any other links between some other nodes will
be disclosed by that key.
Note that after the actual deployment of nodes in the
network environment, a primary pairwise key such as
can be used only if nodes u and v become real neighbors,
otherwise it is eliminated from nodes memories.
Clearly, the degree of connectivity that has been achieved
by using primary pairwise key is low, because the
probability that actual node neighbors, be the same virtual
neighbors, is low. Therefore, we have to use another
pairwise key (secondary pairwise keys).

represent a key with identifier k from pool S2.
represent a polynomial key with identifier j
from pool S3.
is the primary pairwise key between nodes u
and v.
is the secondary pairwise key established
between nodes u and v.
F is a pseudorandom number generator function.
CN is the number of captured nodes by the attacker.
t is the degree of bivariate polynomials.

C. The Proposed Scheme
Here we have to explain the proposed scheme. The
proposed scheme is a hybrid of schemes [11-13], pair-wise
key pre-distribution, random key pre-distribution, and
polynomial-based key pre-distribution. The proposed
scheme consists of three phases: virtual deployment,
distribution of ordinary and polynomial key materials, and
nodes deployment and links establishment. In the following,
details of these three phases are described.
1.

2.

In this phase, for each node u, R2 keys from pool S2
randomly and R3 keys from pool S3 particularly are chosen
and loaded to its memory. Also, a master key, Km, and
function F are loaded into the memory of all nodes. The size
of poolS3, R3, and also selecting polynomial keys for each
sensor node is in such a way that number of using of each
polynomial keys by whole network nodes will not exceeds
of t. Therefore in the polynomial key predistribution process,
each key will be eliminated from the poolS3in condition
reach t.
that the choosing times of key
We set the total number of t-degree polynomial keys
equal to
in the pool S3. With this approach,
however, the amount of connectivity that obtained by using
the polynomial keys are low, but polynomials will never
disclose. To increase the degree of connectivity, the ordinary
keys are used.

The first Phase (Virtual Deployment)

This phase takes place before deployment of sensor nodes
in the network environment. In this phase, initially for each
node u, d virtual neighbor nodes are selected randomly from
among the other nodes and are recorded in the node u's
neighboring table. In the proposed scheme, each node has a
neighboring table, Fig. 1, which records information about
its neighboring nodes. The identifier of each neighbor node v
is recorded in field NodeID and the established pairwise key
with v is recorded in field PairwiseKey.
NodeID

PairwiseKey

3.
Fig. 1. The structure of the neighboring table in the proposed scheme.

Third Phase (Nodes Deployment and Links
Establishment)

After the implementation of the first and second phases,
nodes are deployed in the network environment and then try
to discover or establish pairwise keys with their neighbors.
Initially, in this phase, each node by sending a "Hello"
message along with a list of its key identifiers in key rings R2
and R3, can be aware of actual neighbors and also try to
establish a secure link with any of its neighbors. At this stage,
the "Hello" message and the list of key identifiers encrypted
with master key Km in order to prevent the attacker to access
to messages, if he was existing from the start in the network.
In this way, each node u is aware of its neighbors and their
key rings. Then, node u will run one of the following steps
on priority, for each of its neighbors, such as v:

In this phase, after selecting d neighbors for each node u,
for each neighbor, a random primary pairwise key is selected
from key pool S1and stored in its neighboring table.
Key pool S1 contains the

The Second Phase (Distribution of Ordinary and
Polynomial Key Materials)

primary pairwise key.

The ring size of the selected key for pool S1 (i. e. R1) is equal
to d. Details of this phase of the proposed scheme, for each
node u, described as follows:
1. Selecting node v randomly as a virtual neighbor node,
in the condition that node v’s neighboring table does
not complete (each neighboring table can store at most
d member). node u also can be considered as a
neighbor node for v.
2. Selecting a random pairwise key (
) from pool S1
for nodes u and v and store it in the neighboring table
of these two nodes.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 while neighborhood table is
completed for node u (it must contain d different
neighbors).
This phase of the proposed scheme, drawn from the
scheme [11] in which, for each node u, N-1 primary random
pairwise key selected and loaded into node u. But in the
proposed scheme, each node u, only loads d key

1.

If v is a virtual neighbor of u, both of them use primary

2.

pairwise key
to establish a secure link.
If v and u nodes have a common polynomial key, such
as

, node u obtains the pairwise key

computing
pairwise key
Notice that
[14]).
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by

at point v. Node v also obtains same
by computing

at point u.

(derived from basic scheme

3.

If nodes v and u have q>0 common ordinary keys in

But with the discovery of one (or more) polynomials, most
of the links will be disclosed. As is clear from the results, as
long as the number of captured nodes is less than or equal to
400, RS scheme has better performance than the proposed
scheme. Since polynomials have been discovered by the
attacker, when the number of captured nodes exceeds 500 or
more, the disclosed Links in RS scheme strongly grows and
will be much more than the proposed scheme. But in the
proposed scheme, the use of polynomial keys has been
controlled, therefore never be disclosed by the attacker.
On the other hand, in the proposed scheme, also primary
pairwise keys have been used. capturing these keys by the
attacker, could not help him discover other links. Hence, the
efficiency of the proposed scheme outperforms the other
compared scheme in terms of resiliency against node capture
attack (except Cluster-Based scheme). Of course, when the
number of captured nodes exceed 700, the performance of
the proposed scheme is better than the Cluster-Based scheme.
It is also necessary to note that the Cluster-Based scheme is
applicable only for Cluster-Based networks and it doesn’t
work well in other topologies.

their keyring R2 ( such as
), the pairwise
key will be computed as below (derived from basic
scheme [13]):
Thus, the proposed scheme establishes pairwise keys
between sensor nodes in a way that resists against node
capture attack and disclosure of their links.
III. THE SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed scheme. The proposed scheme has been
implemented in J-SIM simulator [21] and its performance
has been compared with performance of Basic [12] ،qComposite [13] ،RS [14] ،Strong-Key [16] ،QS [15] ،
Cluster-Based [17] ، Double-Key Hash [18] ،EPKP [19]
MSKPD [20] scheme. Common assessment metrics include:
• Maximum supportable network sizes: the maximum
number of nodes that can be found in the network so that
the desired degree of connectivity, such as p, has been
established in the network.
• Resiliency: the fraction of compromised links between
non-captured nodes.
The simulation model is derived from [14] and it is as
follows:
• network size is100 * 100 meters.
• N node randomly will be deployed in the network.
• The number of keys in key pool S2 is equal to n2=10000.
• Radio range of all nodes is also considered to be 10
meters.
• Desirable network connectivity is p.
• We assume that attacker can capture CN nodes and can
extract their material.

Experiment 2:
The aim of this experiment is evaluating the performance of
the proposed scheme in terms of maximum supportable
network sizes and comparing the results with some other
schemes. In this experiment, for the proposed scheme,
parameters d=30, R2=50, R3=3 has been set. The degree of
polynomials t=40 has been considered. In RS scheme,
keyring size=2 and degree of polynomial t=99 has been
considered. For Basic scheme also the keyring size has been
set to 200. Overall, keyring size at all three schemes almost
set to 200. Fig. 3 shows the results of the experiment.
The results show that maximum supportable network
sizes for all three schemes are equal since they have almost
same key rings and therefore the probability of link
establishment will be equal as well.

Resiliency

Experiment 1:
The aim of this experiment is evaluating the effect of the
number of nodes captures, CN, on the resiliency of the
proposed scheme and compare results with other existing
schemes. In this experiment, the total number of nodes N =
1000, the number of captured nodes has been changed from
100 to 700 and the connectivity degree has been considered
p = 0.33. To reach that connectivity degree, in the proposed
scheme we considered, d=30, R2=48, and R3=3. The
polynomial degree has been assumed equal to t=49. For RS
scheme, key pool size equal to 43, key ring size equal to 4
and the polynomial degree has been considered to be equal
to t=49. For the other compared algorithms also size of key
ring has been considered to be equal to 200.
The results in Fig. 2 show that the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme is always better than Basic and qComposite schemes. But as long as the number of captured
nodes is low, the RS and QS schemes perform better than
other schemes in terms of resiliency, because these schemes
only use polynomial keys and the attacker needs to capture
many nodes to be able to discover polynomials.

Number of Capture Nodes (CN)
Fig. 2. The fraction of compromised communication between noncompromised nodes (Resiliency) versus the number of captured nodes
(N=1000 and p =0.33)
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Fig. 3. Maximum supportable network sizes

IV. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, a hybrid key management scheme to
establish pairwise keys and secure link keys in wireless
sensor network has been proposed. The proposed scheme
uses primary pairwise keys, polynomial and ordinary keys.
The proposed scheme has been implemented using JSIM
simulator and its performance has been evaluated in terms of
maximum supportable network sizes and resiliency against
node capture attack, by performing some experiments.
Simulation results have been compared with Basic, qComposite, RS, Cluster-Based, QS, and Double-Key Hash
schemes. The compared results showed that the proposed
scheme has a better resiliency against links disclosing via
attackers.
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